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ABSTRACT
Network alignment finds node correspondences across multiple
networks, where the alignment accuracy is of crucial importance
because of its profound impact on downstream applications. The
vast majority of existing works focus on how to best utilize the
topology and attribute information of the input networks as well
as the anchor links when available. Nonetheless, it has not been
well studied on how to boost the alignment performance through
actively obtaining high-quality and informative anchor links, with
a few exceptions. The sparse literature on active network alignment introduces the human in the loop to label some seed node
correspondence (i.e., anchor links), which are informative from
the perspective of querying the most uncertain node given few
potential matchings. However, the direct influence of the intrinsic
network attribute information on the alignment results has largely
remained unknown. In this paper, we tackle this challenge and
propose an active network alignment method (Attent) to identify
the best nodes to query. The key idea of the proposed method is to
leverage effective and efficient influence functions defined over the
alignment solution to evaluate the goodness of the candidate nodes
for query. Our proposed query strategy bears three distinct advantages, including (1) effectiveness, being able to accurately quantify
the influence of the candidate nodes on the alignment results; (2)
efficiency, scaling linearly with 15 − 17× speed-up over the straightforward implementation without any quality loss; (3) generality,
consistently improving alignment performance of a variety of network alignment algorithms.
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INTRODUCTION

Network alignment finds node correspondences across multiple
networks, where the alignment accuracy is paramount as it has a
profound impact on the performance of downstream applications,
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ranging from aligning identical users across social networks [1, 29],
identifying the same customers in different transaction networks
for financial fraud detection [27], comparing the similarity of two
protein-protein interaction (PPI) networks by pairing homologous
proteins or modules inside the networks [6], to matching similar
objects in computer vision [37].
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Figure 1: An illustrative example of active attributed network alignment. The red dashed line represents alignment
between two nodes and the double red solid line is an anchor
link. Given two network Gs and Gt , the correct alignment
is difficult to be determined at the beginning. For example,
node 2 could be aligned to either b or e. By querying nodes 1, 4
and obtaining their correct matching a, d, respectively (i.e.,
anchor links between 1 and a, 4 and d), all the remaining
nodes can then be correctly aligned according to topological
consistency. However, if we randomly query two nodes, e.g.,
nodes 2, 5, then the correct matching for nodes 1, 3, 4, 6 still
cannot be determined. For example, it is possible that node
1 is aligned to either a or c because of graph isomorphism.
Known as a constrained quadratic assignment problem of NPhardness, network alignment’s applicability is often limited by its
alignment accuracy. To improve the alignment accuracy, the vast
majority of existing works focus on how to utilize the topology
as well as attribute information of the input networks [2, 28, 30].
Nonetheless, it has been underexamined on how to actively obtain
high-quality anchor links to further improve the alignment accuracy
for a broad range of network alignment algorithms has not been
well studied, with a few exceptions.
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The sparse literature on active network alignment addresses this
problem when some anchor links become available by introducing a human annotator to label the correct matching for a given
query [17]. And the selection of query nodes is determined by the
marginal probability distribution (i.e., the certainty in finding the
true alignment). For example, given some sampled alignment results, if a node is always aligned to the same node in the other
network, it is deemed a highly certain alignment. Therefore this
method [17] aims to query the nodes with high uncertainty. However, there are three major limitations with the existing query strategy. First, the direct influence of the query on the alignment result
is not well investigated because the selection of nodes to query
depends on sampled results of alignment. Second, how the network
attribute information can improve the query strategy in active network alignment is not intensively studied. Third, it might bear a
high computational complexity, depending on the specific sampling
strategy (e.g., TopMatchings [17]).
In this paper, we address these limitations and propose an influence function-based query strategy (Attent) for active attributed
network alignment according to the impact of query on the network
alignment results, to suggest the best query to human annotator
to label the correct alignment. Figure 1 presents an illustrative example of active attributed network alignment. The key idea of the
proposed query method is to leverage the influence function defined
over the network alignment results to evaluate the goodness of the
candidate nodes to query. To be specific, given the alignment solution vector from the attributed network alignment algorithm [30],
we quantify the query’s informativeness as the rate of change of
our proposed utility function over the alignment results w.r.t. the
query. We further propose efficient algorithms to speed up and
scale up the computation.
We summarize the main contributions of this paper as follows,
• Problem Formulation. We formally define the active attributed network alignment problem. The key idea is to measure the
query’s influence as the rate of change of our proposed utility
function over network alignment results w.r.t. the query.
• Algorithms and Analysis. We propose a family of query algorithms (Attent) based on influence functions to solve the active
attributed network alignment problem, which is applicable to a
variety of network alignment algorithms. We further propose
efficient algorithms to speed up and scale up the computations,
with linear complexity.
• Empirical Evaluations. We conduct extensive experimental
evaluations on real-world datasets to test the efficacy of our proposed method. The evaluation results demonstrate (1) effectiveness, the proposed methods outperform all baseline methods in
achieving higher alignment accuracy; (2) efficiency, the proposed
fast solutions scale linearly w.r.t. the network size, with 15 − 17×
speed-up over straight-forward implementations without any
quality loss; and (3) generality, the proposed query strategies
work effectively for a variety of network alignment algorithms.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We first review related
work in Section 2. In Section 3, we define the problem of active
attributed network alignment. We introduce the technical details
in Section 4. Section 5 presents the experimental evaluation results.
We finally conclude this paper in Section 6.
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RELATED WORK

In this section, we review the related work in terms of (1) network
alignment, and (2) active learning.
Network Alignment. Network alignment has attracted extensive
research interests due to its broad applications in social network
analysis [35], common protein molecules identification [6, 23], financial fraud detection [27], etc. One of the earliest work is IsoRank [24], computed in a PageRank-like way with the intuition
that one node in a network is a good match for a node in another
network if the former’s neighbors are good matches for the latter’s
neighbors. NetAlign [2] formulates the network alignment problem
as an integer quadratic problem that maximizes a linear combination of matching weights and the number of squares and finds the
near-optimal solution by a distributed message-passing approach.
These methods are solely based on topological information, which
might be insufficient to deal with the inherent node or edge ambiguities. FINAL [30] instead augments the alignment consistency
principle to include both node and edge attributes, in addition to
network topology. In addition to finding the node correspondence
across different networks, MOANA [32] finds the alignment among
the network clusters at different granularities.
Following the success of recent network representation learning
work, network alignment in the embedding space is gaining attractions. REGAL [11] embeds the nodes through a cross-network matrix factorization approach without explicitly constructing the full
similarity matrix and employs a k-d tree data structure for efficient
node alignment. ORIGIN [34] learns the cross-network embeddings
through a Multi-GCN framework and aligns the nodes via a multiview point set alignment approach. [15] proposes an embeddingbased approach for mapping users across multiple networks by
explicitly modeling each user’s follower-ship and followee-ship.
PALE [18] supervises the embedding with the known anchor links
such that two latent spaces are non-linearly correlated. For multinetwork alignment on different types of networks, CrossMNA [5]
leverages the cross-network information to further refine the node
representations. NetTrans [33] formulates the network alignment
problem as a nonlinear process of transforming one network to another. Recent study also suggests that network alignment algorithm
is vulnerable to adversarial perturbations [38].
Active Learning. In active learning, an oracle is asked to label
some query instances so that the learning algorithm can achieve
high accuracy with only a few labeled samples [8, 9, 13, 26]. Beyond i.i.d. data, the idea of active learning has also been applied to
networks. For instance, criteria based on uncertainty, impact, and
redundancy are used to select a batch of query nodes for labeling
so as to maximize the network classification performance [22]. [3]
proposes to exploit the interaction between the local and collective
aspects of a classifier for selecting informative examples for better collective classification. The performance of semi-supervised
graph embedding algorithms can also be optimized by actively
selecting the nodes for labeling [4]. Integrating deep neural networks and adversarial learning with active learning, the divergence
of unlabeled data and labeled ones is used for selecting the query
nodes [14]. Early work on active network alignment is studied in [7].
TopMatchings and GibbsMatchings [17] are the two most relevant
active network alignment methods based on bipartite matching,
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where the least uncertain nodes by sampling the matchings are
queried. ActiveIter [20] addresses alignment in a different setting,
namely heterogeneous networks, where it defines inter-network
meta diagram for anchor link feature extraction and adopts active
learning for effective label query.
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Table 1: Symbols and Definition
Symbols
G = {A, N, E}
V,E
A
Nl
Em

PROBLEM DEFINITION

In this section, we first introduce the notations and preliminaries
on attributed network alignment, and then we formally define the
active attributed network alignment problem.

3.1

A−1 , A′
H
I
qi j , qi
Ci
M(i)

Notations

The main symbols and notations used in this paper are summarized
in Table 1. We use bold uppercase letters for matrices (e.g., A),
bold lowercase letters for vectors (e.g., h), uppercase letters for
sets (e.g., V ) and lowercase letters for scalars (e.g., k). To index a
vector/matrix, we use xi to denote the i th element in the vector
x, xi:j to represent the successive entries from xi to xj , A(i, :) to
denote the i th row of A, A(:, j) to denote the j th column of A, and
A(i, j) to represent the entry at the i th row and the j th column of
matrix A.
Throughout the paper, we mainly focus on a pair of attributed source and target networks with the same node attribute
dimension (i.e., K) and the same edge attribute dimension (i.e.,
L), represented as Gs = {As , Ns , Es } and Gt = {At , Nt , Et }, respectively, where for each network Gi (i = s, t) with ni nodes
(1) Ai ∈ Rni ×ni is the adjacency matrix, (2) Ni ∈ Rni ×K is the
node attribute matrix, we denote the diagonalized j th column of
j
Ni , i.e., diag(Ni (:, j)) (j = 1, . . . , K), as Ni ∈ Rni ×ni , which represents the values of the j th attribute that all nodes have, and (3)
j
Ei ∈ Rni ×ni is the edge attribute matrix and Ei ∈ Rni ×ni denotes
th
the j edge attribute value that the edges have. The uppercase
bold letters, A×, N×, E× ∈ Rns nt ×ns nt are the combined adjacency,
node and edge attribute matrices, respectively, where A× = As ⊗ At ,
P
PL
j
j
j
j
N× = K
j=1 Ns ⊗ Nt , and E× =
j=1 Es ⊗ Et . For simplicity, we
assume that the source and target networks are (a) unweighted
and (b) undirected. It is straightforward to generalize the proposed
method to weighted and/or directed networks of different sizes.

3.2

A× , N× , E×

Preliminaries

In this subsection, we briefly review the optimization based attributed network alignment.
Attributed network alignment. The key idea behind aligning
two input networks lies in the principle of consistency in (1) topology, (2) node attribute, and (3) edge attribute [31]. For example,
considering two pairs of aligned nodes: (1) as in Gs and at in Gt ;
and (2) bs in Gs and bt in Gt , if as and bs are close neighbors in
Gs , at and bt should also be close neighbors in Gt , i.e., topology
consistency; as and at , bs and bt should share the same or similar
node attribute values respectively, i.e., node attribute consistency;
and edge (as , bs ) and (at , bt ) should also share the same or similar
edge attribute value, i.e., edge attribute consistency. From the optimization’s perspective, the attributed network alignment aims to
find a solution matrix X ∈ Rnt ×ns representing the cross-network
node similarity to minimize the inconsistency in the previous three
aspects and the vectorization of the solution matrix, i.e., x = vec(X)
is obtained by solving the following equation,

K, L
k, b
n, m
⊗, ⊙
a = vec(A)
X = mat(x, n t , n s )
Y = diag(y)

Definition
an attributed network
sets of vertices and edges in G, respectively
adjacency matrix
diagonal matrix of the l th node attribute
matrix of the m th edge attribute
combined adjacency, node and edge attribute
matrix, respectively
inverse and transpose of matrix A
n t × n s prior alignment knowledge
an identity matrix
query a node pair (i, j) and a node i, respectively
set of candidate matchings of node i
matching of node i given alignment result M
dimension of node and edge attributes, respectively
query budget, batch size
number of nodes and edges, respectively
Kronecker product, entry-wise matrix product
vectorize a matrix A in column order
reshape x to an n t × n s matrix in column order
diagonalize a vector y

e + (1 − α)h
x = α Wx
(1)
where h = mat(H, nt , ns ), H ∈ Rnt ×ns is the alignment preference
matrix representing the preferred node similarity across two input
networks, α ∈ (0, 1) is a regularization parameter and determines
how close the alignment result vector x is to the preference vector h,
e is the matrix which encodes the consistency in topology, node atW
1
1
e = D− 2 WD− 2 is the normalization
tribute and edge attribute, and W
of W = N× (E× ⊙ A× )N× . The diagonal matrix D for normalizing W
PK P L
j
j
i
i
is defined as, D = N× diag( i=1
j=1 [(Es ⊙ As )Ns ] ⊗ [(Et ⊙ At )Nt ]).
Thanks to the property of the Kronecker product (i.e., vec(ABC) =
(C ′ ⊗ A)vec(B)), the solution vector x can be computed by an efficient iterative method using the following equation [30],
L
X
1
j
j
x = αD− 2 N× vec( (Et ⊙ At )Q(Es ⊙ As ) ′ ) + (1 − α)h (2)
j=1

which is equivalent
to Eq. (1) and Q is a matrix after reshaping
1
q = N× D− 2 x in the column order. If the node and edge attribute
−1

−1

information is absent, Eq. (1) degenerates to x = αDn 2 A× Dn 2 x +
(1−α)h, where Dn = diag([As 1] ⊗ [At 1]) and 1 is an all-ones vector.
The alignment preference matrix, i.e., H, contains prior knowledge of how similar two nodes across the two input networks are.
For example, for node p, q in network Gs , Gt , respectively, if we set
the value H(q, p) = 1 and H(q, r )|r ̸=p ≪ 1 (i.e., nodes q and p are the
correct alignment according to our prior knowledge), we then can
obtain the solution matrix X where X(q, p) > X(q, r )|r ̸=p = 0. By the
greedy matching method, we further conclude node q is aligned
to node p, which is consistent with our preference. In the active
learning setting of attributed network alignment, a human annotator is introduced to provide some prior information of correct
alignment, which will be used to update the preference matrix H in
order to maximally improve the performance of network alignment
algorithms.

3.3

Problem Definition

Generally speaking, the goal of active learning is to maximally
increase the learning performance by labeling as few samples from
the whole training data as possible. In the case of active attributed
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network alignment, we assume that the algorithm can interact with
an oracle (e.g., a human annotator) that can provide the feedback
of desired information, i.e., the correct alignment between two
networks. Throughout this paper, we mainly consider that the
human annotator could answer the following question: given a
node as in the source network Gs , and a set of candidate matchings,
Cas , in the target network Gt , which node at in Cas is the correct
alignment of as ?
Given the vector x representing the solution of network alignment, we formally define the active attribute network alignment
problem as follows,
Problem 1. Active Attributed Network Alignment
Given: (1) a pair of attributed source and target networks, Gs =
{As , Ns , Es } and target network Gt = {At , Nt , Et }, respectively, (2) an initial alignment preference matrix H0 , (3) an
integer query budget k, (4) an oracle, (5) the alignment result
vector x from Eq. (2), (6) a utility function f (·);
Find: a set of k nodes in Gs which are most influential to f (x), for
the human annotator to label the correct matching in the
target network Gt so that the alignment accuracy for the
remaining nodes in Gs can be maximally improved.

4

ALGORITHMS AND ANALYSIS

In this section, we propose a quantitative method for evaluating
the informativeness of the nodes based on the influence of nodes to
the resulting alignment solution. Then we introduce our proposed
query strategy as described in a generic algorithm for solving the
active attributed network alignment problem, together with some
analysis in effectiveness and efficiency.

4.1

Informativeness of Candidate Query

In active learning, a commonly used strategy is to select the data
points that are more informative in training a machine learning
model, e.g., leveraging uncertainty to evaluate the informativeness
of query and selecting the data points with the most considerable
uncertainty [21]. The main objective of active attributed network
alignment is to find an effective query strategy to label the matched
nodes in another network, so that the network alignment accuracy
for the remaining nodes can be maximally improved. To achieve an
effective query for network alignment, it is desirable to select nodes
whose query feedback would significantly impact the alignment
results, i.e., x in Eq. (1). The choices of the utility function f (·) that
we use to quantify the alignment solution vector are listed in Table 2
and for the illustration of derivation, we mainly use the squared L 2
norm utility function.
Table 2: Choices of utility functions f (·) w.r.t. the solution vector x of network alignment. Here, log(x) represents
element-wise logarithmic function1 and ∥·∥1 is L 1 norm.
Description

Function f (·)

Squared L 2 norm

f (x) = ∥x ∥22

Entropy

f (x) = ∥x ⊙ log(x) ∥1

In this paper, we propose to leverage influence functions [12]
w.r.t. the alignment solution vector x to quantify the informativeness of queries. Let us start with two definitions of the influence of
different query types on the network alignment result.
1 We

define 0 log 0 = 0.

Definition 1. Node Pair Query Influence on Attributed Network
Alignment. Given a selected utility function over the alignment
solution vector, i.e., f (x), the influence of a node pair query, denoted
as qi j where node i is in Gt and node j is in Gs , w.r.t. f (x) is defined
as the derivative of f (x) with respect to the preference for aligning
this pair of nodes (i.e., H(i, j)). The influence of the node pair query
∂f (x)
is formally defined as I(qi j ) = ∂H(i,j) .
Definition 2. Node Query Influence on Attributed Network Alignment. For a node query, denoted as q j where node j is in the source
network Gs , the influence is defined as the aggregation of the influences of node pairs between node j in Gs and all the nodes in
nt
X
Gt , i.e., I(q j ) =
I(qi j ).
i=1

Next, we present the details on how to calculate the influence of
the two types of queries w.r.t. the alignment result given a utility
function f (·).
A - Node-Pair query influence. We first compute the node pair
query influence on network alignment in Lemma 1.
Lemma 1. (Node Pair Query Influence on Attributed Network
Alignment.) For a selected utility function over the alignment solution vector, i.e., f (x), the influence of a specific node pair (i, j) w.r.t.
f (x) can be computed as follows,
(
2P(k, :)x
Squared L 2 norm
I(qi j ) =
(3)
−P(k, :)(log(x) + 1) Entropy
e −1 and P is symmetric, I ∈ Rns nt ×ns nt
where P = (1 − α)(I − α W)
is an identity matrix, k = (j − 1) · nt + i is the new index of H(i, j)
after we vectorize H in the column order, the log operator is applied
element-wisely and 1 is an all-ones vector.
Proof. (i). We first prove the case of using squared L 2 norm
as the utility function, i.e., f (x) = ∥x∥22 . According to Eq. (1), the
closed-form solution of network alignment is given as,
e −1 h
x = (1 − α)(I − α W)
(4)
Following Definition 1, we apply chain rule [19, Page 15] and take
the partial derivative of f (x) w.r.t. the specific node pair (i.e., H(i, j)),
I(qi j ) =

∂ f (x) ′ ∂x
∂ f (x)
=[
]
∂H(i, j)
∂x
∂H(i, j)

(5)
∂f (x)

Here, for the first derivative, it is easy to obtain ∂x = 2x, we
also vectorize the preference matrix H and denote the new index
of H(i, j) in h as k = (j − 1) · nt + i where nt is the size of Gt . By
e −1 , for the second partial derivative, we
letting P = (1 − α)(I − α W)
further have,
∂x
∂(Ph)
=
= Pek = P(:, k)
(6)
∂hk
∂hk
where ek is a single-entry vector of length ns × nt with 1 at the k th
position and the second partial derivative returns the k th column
of matrix P. Since P is symmetric, by combining everything, we
obtain the influence of the node pair (i, j) w.r.t. the squared L 2 norm
of network alignment solution vector as follows,
I(qi j ) = 2P(:, k) ′ x = 2P(k, :)x

(7)

(ii). For the case of entropy utility function, it is obvious that the
entropy of solution matrix X is the summation of the entropy of
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each column in X, i.e.,
f (X) =

ns
X
s=1

f (X(:, s))

(8)

We start from computing the partial derivative of the entropy of a
column in X (e.g., the s th column X(:, s)) w.r.t. H(i, j), according to
the definition in Table
2, we have
nt
X
∂
X(t, s) log X(t, s)
nt
X
∂[X(t, s) log X(t, s)]
∂ f (X(:, s))
t =1
=−
=−
∂H(i, j)
∂H(i, j)
∂H(i, j)
t =1
=−

nt
X
∂X(t, s)
∂X(t, s)
log X(t, s) +
]
[
∂H(i, j)
t =1 ∂H(i, j)

nt
X
∂X(t, s)
=−
(log X(t, s) + 1)
t =1 ∂H(i, j)

(9)

Similarly, we denote l = (s − 1) · nt + t, k = (j − 1) · nt + i as the
new indexes of the corresponding entries in the vectorized X and
H, respectively. The partial derivative in Eq. (9) is,
∂P(l, :)h
∂X(t, s) ∂xl
=
=
= P(l, :)ek = P(l, k)
(10)
∂H(i, j) ∂hk
∂hk
We further have,
sn t
X
∂ f (X(:, s))
P(l, k)(log xl + 1)
(11)
=−
∂H(i, j)
l =(s−1)·n +1

on P(k 1 : k 2, :)x), we obtain the equation for computing the node
query influence as follows,
I(q j ) = 2∥P(k 1 : k 2, :)x∥1
(15)
(ii). The proof for the case of entropy is similar as (i) by selecting
the same sub-matrix of P of rows at the same indexes, followed
by applying L 1 norm on the resulting vector (i.e., P(k 1 : k 2, :)x).
Therefore, the node query influence w.r.t. the entropy is,
I(q j ) = ∥P(k 1 : k 2, :)(log(x) + 1)∥1
which completes the proof.

= −P(k, :)(log(x) + 1)
which completes the proof.
□
B - Node query influence. According to the node pair query
influence in Lemma 1 and Definition 2, we can compute the node
query influence in a straight-forward way, which is summarized in
the following lemma.
Lemma 2. (Node Query Influence to Attributed Network Alignment.) Given a utility function over the alignment solution vector,
i.e., f (x), the influence of a specified node query (e.g., node j in Gs ),
denoted as q j , w.r.t. f (x) can be computed as follows,
(
2∥P(k 1 : k 2, :)x∥1
Squared L 2 norm
I(q j ) =
(13)
∥P(k 1 : k 2, :)(log(x) + 1)∥1 Entropy
e −1 , 1 is an
where k 1 = (j − 1) · nt + 1, k 2 = j · nt , P = (1 − α)(I − α W)
all-ones vector and ∥·∥1 represents L 1 norm.
Proof. (i). For the case of using squared L 2 norm as the utility
function, according to Definition 2, the node query influence is the
summation of influences of all node pairs between node j in Gs
and all the nodes in Gt , and based on Eq. (7) for node-pair query
influence, we have, X
jn t
nt
X
I(q j ) =
I(qi j ) = 2
P(k, :)x
(14)
i=1

k =(j−1)n t +1

which indicates that by selecting the sub-matrix of P from the
((j − 1)nt + 1)th row to the (jnt )th row (i.e., P(k 1 : k 2, :)) and aggregating the entries of the resulting vector (i.e., applying L 1 norm

□

Eq. (13) requires explicitly calculating the matrix P = (1 − α)(I −
e −1 , which is computationally expensive. To address this probα W)
lem, we first denote the new vector y = Px (i.e., the case of squared
L 2 norm as the utility function) where x is the alignment solution
vector. To solve for y, we have
e −1 x
y = (1 − α)(I − α W)
e + (1 − α)x
⇔ y = α Wy

(17)

which implies that y can be computed by the iterative power method
and therefore, the direct computation of the inverse matrix can be
avoided. For the case of entropy, we have the following,
e + (α − 1)(log(x) + 1)
y = α Wy

t

According to Eq. (8), by putting everything together, we compute
the node pair query influence w.r.t. the entropy of the alignment
solution vector as follows,
ns
sn t
X
X
I(qi j ) = −
P(l, k)(log xl + 1)
(12)
s=1 l =(s−1)·n t +1

(16)

(18)

We further observe that the influence of query for node j can be
calculated by the following equivalent equation,
I(q j ) = ∥yk1 :k2 ∥1

(19)

where k 1 = (j − 1) · nt + 1, k 2 = j · nt , which means that we can
calculate I(q j ) by aggregating the corresponding entries in y.

4.2

Proposed Algorithm

A - A generic algorithm for active attributed network alignment. Based on Lemma 1 and Lemma 2. We propose Algorithm 1
to select the most informative nodes to query so as to improve the
performance of network alignment algorithms. The key idea of the
proposed algorithm is that we iteratively select the nodes with the
largest influence calculated by our proposed quantitative method
in Eq. (19) (Step-7, Step-10), query the oracle for their correct alignment (Step-13), update the alignment preference matrix, i.e., H
in Eq. (1) accordingly (Step-14), recompute the alignment results
(Step-15) and the influence of the remaining candidate query nodes.
(How the query results are utilized to update the network alignment will be presented in the experiment setting in Section 5.1.)
In Algorithm 1, the alignment preference vector is initialized as
1 , which means that we do
uniform unit vector, i.e., h = 1 × nt ×n
s
not have any prior knowledge of the alignment result. To update H,
for example, if the query result gives that node j in Gs is aligned to
node i in Gt , we set H(i, j) = 1 while keeping the remaining values
(i.e., H(i, k)|k ̸=j and H(k, j)|k ̸=i ) unchanged.
Note that Algorithm 1 provides a family of query strategies for
active network alignment based on the selected utility function
f (·). We use different suffixes to differentiate utility functions, i.e.,
Attent-L2 and Attent-Entropy for using squared L 2 norm and
entropy, respectively.
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Algorithm 1 A generic algorithm for active network alignment
Input: (1) Two attributed networks Gs , Gt ; (2) an integer query
budget k; (3) a utility function f (·); (4) a network alignment
algorithm A; (5) the size b for batch query; (6) alignment
preference matrix H
Output: a set of k nodes in Gs for query, Q, and the alignment
result M between two networks Gs and Gt .
1: Initialize the query node set Q = , query pool J = Vs ;
2: Compute the current network alignment result M using the
specified alignment algorithm A;
3: Remove the nodes that are correctly aligned based on M from
the query pool I ;
4: while |Q |< k do
5:
Compute alignment solution vector x using Eq. (2);
6:
Compute y using Eq. (17) or (18);
7:
Compute influence for all nodes in I using Eq. (19);
8:
Initialize Q s = ;
9:
while |Q s |< b do
10:
Add node v ⋆ = argmaxj ∈J I(q j ) to Q s ;
11:
Update J ← J \ {v ⋆ };
12:
end while
13:
Query for the correct alignment of the nodes in Q s ;
14:
Update the alignment preference matrix H;
15:
Re-compute the network alignment result M using A;
16:
Update Q = Q ∪ Q s ;
17:
Update the query pool J by removing newly aligned nodes
according to M;
18: end while
19: return Q and M;
B - Speed-up Computation. The main computational bottleneck
of the proposed query strategy in Algorithm 1 is that in each iteration, we need to re-compute the alignment solution vector x
in Eq. (2) using a fixed-point method and the influence of each
remaining candidate query using Eq. (19). We first analyze the
time and space complexity of the proposed query method AttentEntropy/L2 with straightforward implementation, as summarized
in the following lemma.
Lemma 3. (Time and space complexity of Attent-Entropy/L2.)
The time complexity of Attent-Entropy/L2 is O( bk (Lmntmax +
LKn2 + m2tmax )) and the space complexity is O(n 2 + m 2 ). where
tmax is the maximum number of iterations, n, m are the number of
nodes and edges of the network respectively, k is the query budget
and b is the batch size.
Proof. There are two main steps in Attent-Entropy/L2, including iteratively (1) computing alignment solution vector x, and
(2) computing vector y in Eq. (17) or Eq. (18) for query influence.
According to [31], it takes O(Lmntmax + LKn 2 ) time and O(n2 )
space to compute the alignment vector. To compute y, the Kronecker product As ⊗ At takes O(m2 ) time and space, which implies
e takes O(m 2 ) time and space, therefore the power
computing W
method requires O(m 2tmax ) in time and O(n 2 + m2 ) in space. Combining everything together, we have the time and space complexity
for Attent-Entropy/L2 are O( bk (Lmntmax + LKn2 + m 2tmax )) and
O(n2 + m 2 ), respectively, which completes the proof.
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□
In order to further improve the efficiency of the proposed methods, we propose a fast and exact solution to speed up and scale
up the computation of the query influence. Some recent progress
suggests that Sylvester equation in the form of Eq. (1) can be solved
in linear time without quality loss [10], as shown in the following
proposition:
Proposition 1. By implicit Kronecker Krylov subspace method [10],
Eq. (1) for attributed network alignment can be solved in O(rm +
r 2 Kn) time, where n, m are the numbers of nodes and edges in the
input networks, respectively, r is the Krylov subspace size and K is
the number of node attributes.
Based on Proposition 1, we propose Attent-Entropy/L2-Fast to
speed up and scale up the computation of query influence. The key
idea behind our proposed fast solution is two-fold. First, at each
iteration, we first leverage Kronecker Krylov subspace method
to solve for the current alignment solution, i.e., x in the linear
system Eq. (1) of the updated alignment preference vector (i.e., h)
and get the current alignment solution x. Second, in Attent-L2Fast, we replace the alignment preference vector with the obtained
x, apply the Kronecker Krylov method to solve the new Eq. (1) and
obtain y in Eq. (17). Note that in Attent-Entropy-Fast, we replace
h with −(log(x) + 1). The influence of query can then be computed
using Eq. (19).
The time and space complexity of Attent-Entropy/L2-Fast is
given in the following lemma,
Lemma 4. (Time and space complexity of Attent-Entropy/L2Fast.) The time complexity of Attent-Entropy/L2-Fast is O( bk (rm +
r 2 Kn)) and the space complexity is O(rm + rKn) where n, m are the
number of nodes and edges of the network respectively, k is the
query budget, b is batch size and r is the Krylov subspace size.
Proof. It directly follows Proposition 1 and Lemma 3. Omitted
for brevity.
□

5

EXPERIMENT

In this section, we perform experiments to evaluate the proposed
query strategies for active attributed network alignment to answer
the following two research questions:
• RQ1 Effectiveness. How accurate are the proposed algorithms
in querying the most informative nodes to improve the network
alignment accuracy? How attribute information contributes to
the query strategy?
• RQ2 Efficiency. How fast and scalable are the proposed algorithms of influence based query strategy?

5.1

Experimental Setup

A - Datasets We use 6 real-world datasets, which are publicly
available. The detailed descriptions of these datasets are as follows,
• ACM Citation was collected in 2016 from 2,381,688 papers and
is a co-authorship network where nodes represent authors, and
there is an edge between two authors if they have published a
paper together. Numerical node attributes represent the ratio of
papers that authors have published in 17 venues of four areas
of computer science research, including data mining, machine
learning, database and information retrieval [30].
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Table 3: Statistics of datasets.
Dataset

Avg.
#nodes

Avg.
#edges

Node
Attribute

Edge
Attribute

ACM Citation
DBLP Citation
Douban
Lastfm
Flickr
AMiner

9,872
9,916
3,906
15,436
12,974
1,274,360

79,122
89,616
8,164
16,319
16,149
8,273,167

17
17
538
3
3
3

17
17
2
3
3
1

• DBLP Citation was collected from 3,272,991 papers in 2016 and
is a co-authorship network where the node attributes represent
17 research conferences in four areas as in ACM Citation [30].
• Douban contains 50k users and 5M edges. Information such as
location and offline event participation are included in user’s
profiles. The edge attributes represent whether two users are
contacts or friends [36].
• Lastfm contains 136,420 users and 1,685,524 following relationships. For each user’s profile, some profile details are recorded
such as age, gender, locations and so on [35].
• Flickr is a popular photo-sharing network that allows users to
upload and share photos with others. The Flickr dataset consists
of individual users and friendship relations. The profile of users
includes gender, hometown, occupation and so on [35].
• AMiner is an academic social network. Undirected edges represent co-authorship and the node attribute vectors represents the
number of published papers [35].
B - Experiment Setting. We evaluate the effectiveness of our
proposed algorithms by measuring the alignment accuracy of the
remaining nodes in the source network Gs which have not been
queried. The subsets of the aforementioned datasets are used to construct various alignment scenarios, whose statistics are summarized
in Table 3.
For the regularization parameter α in Eq. (1), we set α to be
0.6, and we find that the for the value of α between 0.2 to 0.8, the
results do not show a large difference. We perform the evaluations
in the following four alignment scenarios, including (1) ACM-ACM
Co-authorship, we extract three subgraphs from the constructed
ACM Citation co-authorship network and the subgraphs contain an
average of 5,502 nodes and 23,406 edges. For each subgraph, we then
add noisy edge weights to the adjacency matrix, randomly permute
the modified subgraph and treat it as the second network. We set
the query budget k = 200 and select b = 20 nodes to query at each
iteration and report the alignment accuracy as the final results; (2)
ACM-DBLP Co-authorship, we extract one pair of subgraphs from
ACM co-authorship network and DBLP co-authorship network,
respectively. For subgraph from ACM Citation, it contains 9,817
nodes and 36,619 edges, the number of nodes and edges for subgraph
from DBLP Citation is 9,886 and 36,260, respectively. We set k = 400
and b = 40 and report the alignment accuracy; (3) Flickr-Lastfm,
we extract subgraphs from Flickr and Lastfm, respectively, given
the partial ground-truth of 452 aligned pairs of nodes [35], we set
the query budget k = 200 and the batch size b = 20 and report the
alignment accuracy as the results; (4) Douban offline-Douban online,
the partial ground-truth contains 1,118 nodes of correct matching,
we set the query budge k and the batch size b to be 100 and 10,
respectively; (5) AMiner-AMiner, we use this scenario for scalability

evaluations because it contains the largest networks, and we set
k = 100, b = 10.
To demonstrate the applicability of the proposed influence function based query strategy, we select three network alignment algorithms to evaluate the effectiveness, including (1) the optimization
based attributed network alignment algorithm FINAL [30]; (2) NetAlign algorithm based on belief propagation [2], and (3) IsoRank
algorithm [25]. For FINAL and IsoRank algorithms, after we obtain
the query results from the oracle, the alignment preference matrix
H will be updated accordingly. For example, if node i in the target
network Gt matches the query node j in the source network Gs ,
then we can set H(i, j) to be a scalar which satisfies H(i, j) ≫ ns 1·nt
(e.g., 1), which ensures that in the alignment solution matrix X,
we get i = argmaxk X(k, j). For NetAlign algorithm, the weights
of edges in the bipartite graph represent the cross-network node
similarity and therefore can be modified according to the query
results, and please refer to [2] for more details.
C - Comparison Methods. We compare our proposed algorithms
with several baseline methods and the detailed descriptions are
summarized as follows,
• TopMatchings and GibbsMatchings, are two matching-based query
strategies for active network alignment [17]. The key idea is that
given l possible matchings that are sampled from TopMatchings or GibbsMatchings, if one node in the source network is
aligned to different nodes, then this node is considered to be
uncertain therefore it will be a potential candidate to query.
Given the set of candidate matchings for node i, the certainty is
defined as marginal distribution, which can be computed as
the fraction of matchings where node i is correctly aligned
to node j, i.e., certainty(qi ) = maxj ∈Pi Pr(M(i) = j |M), and
this query strategy selects node i with the least certainty, i.e.,
argmini ∈Vs certainty(qi ).
• Entropy, the solution matrix X in Eq. (1) represents the cross
network node similarity. The intuition behind this query strategy is that if one row/column of X is close to uniform distribution, then the uncertainty of aligning the corresponding
node will be large, i.e., the entropy of the similarity distribution is large. We
X then query the node with the largest entropy,
qi = argmax
−X(j, i) log X(j, i)
i ∈Vs

j ∈Vt

• Margin, follows the idea in active learning that data samples
with small differences between the two most probable labels are
likely to be good query candidates [21]. Given the alignment
solution matrix X, we define the informativeness of a node i as
I(qi ) = X(p, i) − X(q, i) where X(p, i), X(q, i) are the two largest
values in X(:, i). The smaller difference between X(p, i) and X(q, i),
the more uncertain node i will be.
• Least confident, follows the idea of a common query strategy in
active learning that a data sample whose prediction is the least
confident is likely to be a good candidate for query. The informativeness of a query qi is defined as, I(qi ) = 1 − maxj X(j, i).
The larger I(qi ) is, the more uncertain node i will be. This query
strategy selects the nodes with the largest I(qi ).
• Betweenness, selects the candidate nodes for query which have
the largest betweenness centrality in the source network Gs [16].
• Random, selects candidate queries from the source network Gs
randomly.
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When evaluating the comparison methods, including Entropy,
Margin and Least confident, we apply FINAL [30] algorithm to compute the alignment solution matrix X where the alignment preference utilizes node degree similarity or node attribute similarity
instead of the initialization we use in evaluate Attent-Entropy/L2.
D - Machine Configuration and Repeatability. The experiments
are performed on an Ubuntu 18.04 desktop with Intel Core i7-9800X
at 3.80GHz and 64GB RAM, and are implemented in Matlab. All
datasets are publicly available.

5.2

Effectiveness Results

A - Alignment accuracy. We first compare the proposed influence based query strategies (Attent-L2 and Attent-Entropy) in
alignment accuracy with other query methods on three different
network alignment algorithms, including FINAL, NetAlign and IsoRank. The results are summarized in Figures 2, 3 and 4, respectively.
We can observe that the proposed influence based query strategies, Attent-L2 and Attent-Entropy (brown and red lines with
the marker of circle and diamond, respectively) achieve the best
performance over all other comparison query strategies in all four
alignment scenarios. For example, in the alignment scenario of
ACM Co-authorship using three network alignment algorithms, the
proposed query strategy achieves 0.59%, 3.85%, 3.63% higher alignment accuracy than the best competitor strategy after the query
is complete, i.e., Attent-L2 vs. GibbsMatchings in Figure 2a, 3a
and 4a, respectively. In aligning the Flickr-Lastfm networks, Attent-L2 again outperforms GibbsMatchings in accuracy by 4.15%,
2.37%, and 3.09% for three alignment algorithms (i.e., Attent-L2
vs. GibbsMatchings in Figure 2c, 3c and 4c). For the other proposed
query strategy, i.e., Attent-Entropy, we have the following two
observations. First, it achieves better alignment accuracy compared
with baseline query methods. For example, in aligning Douban networks, after 100 queries, it achieves 1.95%, 1.74% and 1.26% higher
accuracy than TopMatchings on three alignment algorithms, respectively. Second, it has a comparable performance with Attent-L2
in alignment accuracy. For example, in Figure 3b of aligning ACMDBLP networks using the NetAlign algorithm, the difference of
accuracy between the two proposed query strategies is less than
0.1% after all queries are finished. As shown in Figure 2d, AttentL2 outperforms Attent-Entropy in accuracy by 1.84%. On the other
hand, Attent-Entropy achieves 2.87% better alignment accuracy
than Attent-L2 on ACM-DBLP dataset in Figure 4b.
B - Parameter analysis. There are two key parameters in the proposed Attent-Entropy/L2 strategy for active network alignment,
including (1) the query budget k, and (2) the batch size b. The impact of the query budget k is presented in Figures 2-4, which show
that the larger the budget k, the higher the alignment accuracy. We
perform a parametric study on the batch size b in Figure 5a. In our
study, we test the proposed Attent-L2 on ACM-DBLP networks
with a fixed query budget k = 400 but different batch size b. We
have the following two observations. First, the proposed AttentL2 achieves the highest alignment accuracy when the batch size
b = 20 (i.e., the blue line with square marker). Second, as the batch
size increases, the performance slightly decreases to a small extent.
For example, the alignment accuracy for b = 40 (i.e., the orange
line) is 1.12% less than that for b = 20 after 400 queries, and when
the batch size b = 100 (i.e., the purple line), the alignment accuracy
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is 3.73% less than the highest accuracy (i.e., the blue line). Therefore
the batch size b has a relatively small impact on the performance
of the proposed algorithm.
C - Ablation study. To evaluate to what extent node/edge attributes contribute to the performance gain of the proposed query
strategy, we perform experiments on the proposed Attent-L2 with
and without attributes (i.e., N and E). Table 4 summarizes the performance of three query strategies w.r.t. alignment accuracy vs. #
queries. We denote Attent-L2 with attributes, Attent-L2 without
attributes and GibbsMatchings as SA , S⋆
A and SG , respectively. We
have the following observations. First, even without attributes, our
proposed Attent-L2 (S⋆
A ) still outperforms GibbsMatchings (SG ) —
the best performing baseline method. Second, by leveraging node
and edge attribute information, the alignment accuracy of AttentL2 (SA ) is further improved, which corroborates the effectiveness
of attributes in our proposed methods.
Table 4: Ablation study on alignment accuracy (%) vs.
#queries on ACM-DBLP and Douban networks using FINAL
algorithm. (SA : Attent-L2 with attributes, S⋆
A : Attent-L2
without attribute, SG : GibbsMatchings)
ACM-DBLP

5.3

Douban

k

SA

S⋆
A

SG

k

SA

S⋆
A

40

47.54

46.87

46.09

10

22.64

22.37

22.19

80

52.45

50.23

47.92

20

24.86

23.75

23.07

120

53.92

52.78

51.41

30

25.28

25.16

25.05

160

55.95

54.73

53.90

40

26.41

26.22

25.21

200

57.65

55.91

54.46

50

27.01

26.49

26.21

SG

Efficiency Results

Scalability. The scalability results of the proposed methods on
AMiner dataset are presented in Figure 5b. We can see that the
proposed fast solutions (Attent-L2-Fast and Attent-EntropyFast) scale linearly w.r.t. the size of the input networks, which is
consistent with Lemma 4. The results for Attent-Entropy and
Attent-L2 are also consistent with Lemma 3 of the complexity
analysis.
Accuracy-speed trade-off. The query quality vs. running time
trade-off of all methods including proposed and comparison ones
on four datasets using FINAL algorithm is shown in Figure 6. We observe that the proposed query strategy including Attent-Entropy/L2
and their fast solutions, i.e., Attent-Entropy/L2-Fast, achieve a
good balance between the alignment accuracy and running time.
For example, in Figure 6c, the total query time of Attent-L2 and
Attent-Entropy (upper left region circled by the dashed line) is
less than 1/4 of that of TopMatchings (672.2s vs. 3371.4s), while
outperforming it in alignment accuracy. The proposed fast solutions (Attent-Entropy-Fast and Attent-L2-Fast) significantly reduce the query time and are 72× faster than TopMatching (46.3s vs.
3371.4s) , and are also 15× faster than Attent-Entropy/L2 with the
same alignment accuracy. Among the baselines, GibbsMatchings
is most competitive, with a similar query time as the proposed
Attent-Entropy/L2-Fast. The accuracy of GibbsMatchings is on a
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Figure 2: Alignment accuracy vs. # queries in four alignment scenarios using FINAL algorithm. Tthe top two solid lines represent the proposed Attent-Entropy and Attent-L2 respectively. Best viewed in color.
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Figure 3: Alignment accuracy vs. # queries in four alignment scenarios using NetAlign algorithm. The top two solid lines
represent the proposed Attent-Entropy and Attent-L2 respectively. Best viewed in color.
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Figure 4: Alignment accuracy vs. # queries in four alignment scenarios using IsoRank algorithm. The top two solid lines
represent the proposed Attent-Entropy and Attent-L2 respectively. Best viewed in color.
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Figure 5: (a) Parameter analysis on ACM-DBLP dataset; (b)
running time vs. number of nodes on AMiner dataset. Best
viewed in color.
par with TopMatchings, both of which are lower than the proposed
Attent. Other baseline methods (e.g., lower left region circled by
the dashed line in Figure 6c), although they are fast (x-axis), they

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we study the problem of active attributed network
alignment. The key idea is to characterize the change of alignment
results w.r.t. query nodes and select the most informative ones to
query so as to maximally improve the alignment accuracy. We propose a family of algorithms (Attent) capable of measuring the
influence of query on the alignment results, along with the fast
solutions of a linear complexity in both time and space. We demonstrate the efficacy of the proposed query strategy through extensive
empirical evaluations on real-world datasets. The proposed query
strategy for active network alignment is applicable to a variety of
network alignment algorithms. Future work includes generalizing
the current active learning approach in other multi-network mining
tasks as well as developing reinforcement learning-based methods
for active network mining.
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